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odgersias flourish in dappled shade in moisture retentive soil, preferably with protection
from strong winds that can damage their large leaves. In full shade, they do not flower
and in waterlogged soil, they die. They are robust plants, immune to attack by slugs,
snails, deer...you name it. What a joy to be able to say that!

Their inflorescences grow up to 2 metres tall and are at their best in June and July, but their mature
seed heads also enhance the autumn garden, when their leaves change to different shades of
bronze.
Propagation is easily done by chopping off part of the rhizome and then planting it in moist soil in
dappled shade. They will also self-seed around. Self-sown seedlings have supplied me with many
worthwhile new varieties of R. pinnata and R. aesculifolia var. henrici, which I have added to my
National Collection.
The most common rodgersia to be found is R. pinnata as it produces many more self-sown plantlets
than any of the others, and the parent plants bulk up more quickly. It is best not to rely on plants
being accurately labelled in nurseries as to variety or even species, as more often than not they are
incorrect. I recommend that you see them in flower and buy the ones you like best. The only
nurseries in the UK that I can personally recommend are Ballyrogan in N. Ireland, owned by the
very knowledgeable Gary Dunlop, and Hidden Valley in Devon, owned by Linda & Peter Lindley.

Species
There are now five species of rodgersia: R. aesculifolia, nepalensis, pinnata, podophylla, and
sambucifolia. The taxonomy 'lumpers' have incorporated R. henrici into R. aesculifolia as a variant,
despite the fact they have very few things in common.
R. aesculifolia
Most R. aesculifolia have tightly curled endings to
their inflorescences when in bud, which gradually
straighten out to a varying degree.
The
individual flowers are small, ranging from 4mm
to 8mm. In contrast, R. aesculifolia var. henrici has
an almost straight inflorescence with individual
flowers ranging up to 18mm and leaves that are
held aloft robustly and do not fall away from the
central vein as do the softer leaves of the species.
R. nepalensis
This is rare in commerce and has yellow flowers;
one of the two varieties available has ambitions to
take over the world.
Native to the Sichuan and Yunnan provinces of
China, this is a robust, herbaceous perennial
growing to 120cm tall by 75cm across with
textured palmate/pinnate leaves up to 90cm long,
with 5-9 leaflets. The erect panicles, 60cm across
made up of tiny star-shaped flowers, are borne on
reddish-green stems. The flowers of the species
are white but flower colours of varieties vary
through white to pink through to deep rose.
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R. pinnata

R. aesculifolia

Two years ago I had an especially beautiful and unusual
pinnata: 'Ring of Rubies'. Because it wasn't bulking up
quickly enough to be able to distribute to keen
gardeners, Ros Smith of the Duchy College Cornwall
micro-propagated it. I entrusted Hidden Valley Nursery
with the resultant 40+ plantlets to grow on and sell; they
have already had a large order for them from Hergest
Court gardens and they were selling fast at the Plant
Heritage sale at Rosemoor.
R. podophylla
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This is native to the island of Honshū in Japan, and to
Korea.
The leaves are palmate with the individual
leaflets from 5 to 7 in number, resembling a duck's
webbed foot (from the Greek podos, a foot and phyllon, a
leaf). Like R. nepalensis, this species has ambitions of
world domination. It has usefully colonised a stony
stream-side bank where nothing else would flourish.
R. pinnata ‘Ring of Rubies’
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R. podophylla
R. sambucifolia
This is truly pinnate, which pinnata is not, being pseudo-pinnate with varying lengths of rachis. It
is unspectacular and rarely available.

Hybrids
In the final twenty years of the last century, many fine new varieties of rodgersia were developed,
particularly in Germany and Holland. Many of these were selected for their more intense flower
colour. A detailed description can be found in Aileen Stocks’ booklet Astilbe, Bergenia and Rodgersia,
published by the HPS. But, as I previously mentioned, many are misnamed in the trade and you’d
be well advised to buy in flower.
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R. aesculifolia ‘Irish Bronze’
Varieties with improved foliage have also been selected and, in spring, many of them, like R.
’Kupfermond' and R. 'Irish Bronze', have an attractive, almost metallic coppery sheen.
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Members of the HPS are particularly
welcome to visit my organically-run
garden, The Gate House, which is
open under the NGS scheme. If you
come in rodgersia time, you can see
over 100 different plants growing in
the dappled shade areas, but also as
dramatic highlights to the
herbaceous borders.
Only 400
metres from my garden is the
beautiful unspoilt jewel of the North
Devon Coast, Lee Bay.
I look
forward to welcoming you.
Email booker@loveleebay.co.uk to
find out more.

R. ‘Jade Dragon’
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